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Reversible Mechanical Deformations of Soft Microchannel
Networks for Sensing in Soft Robotic Systems
Abhiteja Konda, Donghee Lee, Taesun You, Xiaoyan Wang, Sangjin Ryu,*
and Stephen A. Morin*

Microﬂuidics has enabled numerous applications in, for example, analytical
chemistry, medical diagnostics, microelectronics, and soft robotics. In most of
these applications, the geometries of the microchannels are of ﬁxed dimensions
that (ideally) remain invariant during operation. In soft robotics, however, the
geometries of the microchannels contained in soft actuation systems are
inherently dynamic, and the speciﬁc dimensions are expected to change during
operation, and, by extension, the ﬂuid transport properties of the system are
variable. If this characteristic is not properly considered, or if methods are not
developed to control it, the progress of soft robotic devices with distributed ﬂuid
transport systems can be hampered. Herein, the deformation of soft microchannel networks is investigated using a ﬁnite-element method and experimental
observations, and the understandings are applied to imbibe sensing capabilities
in soft robots that have integrated microﬂuidic networks with dynamic channel
geometries of predictable dimensions. This approach enables the fabrication of
soft ﬂuid transport systems with deterministic deformation characteristics—a
capability that is speciﬁcally applied to touch and actuation sensing in soft
actuators. This work provides insight into the channel deformation processes
expected in soft robotic systems with embedded networks of microchannels,
enabling devices with reliable/predictable transport properties.

The application of microﬂuidics in several
ﬁelds, including soft robotics,[1] medical
diagnostics,[2] and chemical and biological
sciences,[3] has led to increased interest
in devices with intricate geometries and
multifunctional capabilities. Most applications incorporate channel networks with
ﬁxed dimensions that remain invariant
during their operations;[4] however, in ﬂexible, stretchable systems, such as in soft
robotics (e.g., ﬂuid elastomeric actuators
[FEAs]), the microchannel networks
undergo deformation during actuation.[1a,5]
While the mechanism of channel deformation has been extensively studied,[6] its
effect on soft microﬂuidic systems is
relatively unexplored, and sensing deformations in these systems has proved particularly challenging. A popular approach
involves ﬁlling microchannel networks
with liquid metals to generate conductive,
deformable traces. Monitoring changes to
the electrical properties (e.g., resistivity
and capacitance) during deformation provides a convenient means of sensing
motion;[7] however, these ﬁlled microchannels are typically close-ended, serving no
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transport function. So-called “piezoresistive” strain sensors (e.g.,
those fabricated from elastomers doped with carbon black or
from conductive inks) have also been used as motion sensors
in soft actuators, but again these systems are independent and
serve no ulterior function.[8]
We developed a method that allowed us to predict the crosssectional (CS) geometry of microchannels at well-deﬁned states
of compression, experimentally veriﬁed these ﬁndings, and used
it to imbibe sensing capability in soft actuators. In particular, we
used a ﬁnite-element method (FEM) and the mechanical properties of the elastomeric polymer (polydimethylsiloxane [PDMS]) to
predict the morphology and dimensions of soft microchannels
under compression and compared them with experimental
results obtained using a range of characterization techniques
(e.g., optical microscopy and micro-computed tomography
[micro-CT]). We also demonstrated the ability to measure the
ﬂow parameters (e.g., volume ﬂow rate) in both static systems
(those seen in traditional microﬂuidics) and dynamic systems
(e.g., those seen in soft robotics) where the microchannels are
deformed during actuation. We applied this understanding to
integrate touch- or bend-sensing capabilities in soft robots, where
the change in the volume ﬂow rate was correlated with the state
of actuation—this strategy represents an important opportunity
in collocated functionality.
In soft robotics, predicting the ﬂuid transport properties of
microchannels during deformation could lead to soft systems
with purpose-built, distributed transport systems required for
actuation and on-board chemical/physical functions (e.g., analysis, sensing, and detection).[1b,9] Beyond soft robotics, understanding the deformation mechanics and the ability to predict
its effect on channel morphologies and dimensions could be useful to a range of other capabilities, including 1) the generation of
intricate channel geometries that are, otherwise, challenging to
fabricate using replica molding alone;[10] 2) the selective separation of different sized particles using dynamic channel cross sections in microﬂuidics;[10c] and 3) the study of molecular
transport[11] for mixing ﬂuids[12] or for mimicking biological
environments (e.g., circulatory systems).[13]
Soft robotics, as a ﬁeld, has emerged from simple FEAs that
use actuation for manipulation and locomotion,[1a,14] to sophisticated systems with integrated sensors.[7c,e,f,15] Pneumatics is
commonly used for the actuation of soft robots. While early demonstrations used external pumps to generate pneumatic
power,[1a,5] recent work used on-board chemical reactions for
the generation of pneumatic pressure, thus leading to autonomous multifunctional soft robots.[1b,9a] It is clear that the
design and fabrication of self-powered soft robots or soft robots
with advanced capabilities (e.g., onboard analytics) will require
integrated microchannel networks for transporting different ﬂuids.[14] These ﬂuids (e.g., gases) can be used for actuation[1a,14,15]
or for advanced functions, such as supplying power (e.g., via
chemical fuels),[1b,9a] or onboard detection and/or analysis using
liquid metals or reagents.[16] While existing methods (e.g., those
that involve liquid metals) are sensitive with rapid response
times, they involve the use of dedicated electrical instruments
and costly materials (e.g., eutectic indium–gallium). The presented approach is relatively simple: changes in the ﬂuid transport properties of microﬂuidic fuel/reagent delivery systems can
be correlated with touch and actuation sensing, and, because
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these fuels/reagents will be a prerequisite to various autonomous
functions, this capability can be achieved without requiring extra
equipment or dedicated systems to process signals. The ﬂuid
transport systems will satisfy sensing and operation maintenance
functions, simultaneously.
Although deformation of nano/microchannels has been
studied previously,[6c,17] and used to create nanoﬂuidic systems[6a,b] and nanoscale patterns,[18] it has not been explored
in relation to soft robotics for the control/prediction of ﬂuid
transport properties. FEM simulation has been widely used
for modeling the deformation of PDMS under mechanical
stress.[19] While linear elastic models can be used to predict
the behavior of PDMS at small deformations (within the linear
elasticity region),[20] hyperelastic models are often used to
predict relatively larger deformations, such as those common
in soft robotics.[21] Some of the popular hyperelastic models
include the second-order Ogden model,[22] the polynomial
model,[23] the Yeoh model,[24] and the Mooney–Rivlin
model.[23,25] In our previous work, we demonstrated the ability
to modulate the channel CS morphology and used it to redirect
ﬂuid ﬂow within the reactor and to control the degree of mixing.[26] Herein, we modeled, designed, and fabricated microﬂuidic systems, which, when exposed to different compressive
stresses, changed the channel geometry predictably and, by
extension, the ﬂuid transport behavior (used to collocate touch
or bend sensing).
We used 3D printing to fabricate the masters that were used in
conjunction with traditional soft lithography to create microﬂuidic channel networks and FEAs. The 3D printing enabled rapid
designing and prototyping of the desired microﬂuidic and
actuation devices.[26,27] We used elastomeric polymers common
to soft robotics:[28] the devices used for systematic studies of the
mechanical deformation were fabricated in PDMS (Figure 1a,b),
and the soft robotic actuators were fabricated using a combination of Ecoﬂex 00-30 and 00-50. In addition to the suitable
mechanical properties of these polymers for soft robotics,[28] they
are available in a diversity of chemical formulations, which offer
a wide range of stiffnesses.
As we used a long channel (36 mm) with a small cross section
(1.5  1.5 mm2), the strain along the long axis of the channel was
negligible—strain due to the change of the channel length and
the shear strains (γxz and γyz) are close to zero when the channel
length (L) is much longer than the characteristic dimension (D)
of channel cross section (L/D >> 1).[29] We, therefore, generated
a 2D model consisting of plane strain quadrilateral elements to
computationally predict channel cross section under compression (Figure 1c,d). We used experimentally measured stress–
strain curves and the second-order Ogden hyperelastic model
(which has been used to describe deformation of PDMS) to
assign the material property of the PDMS (Figure S1,
Supporting Information).[21a] We used different characterization
techniques to observe the change in CS morphology and dimensions, including the analysis of replicates cast within the channels at different states of strain. In brief, epoxy resins were
introduced into the deformed channels in a liquid state, allowed
to solidify, and then cross-sectioned and characterized using
optical microscopy or micro-CT (see Supporting Information).
Optical microscopy was used to analyze the channel cross
sections (both qualitatively and quantitatively, Figure 1f);
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Figure 1. Comparison of simulated and experimental microchannel deformation. a,b) Schematic showing the a) device dimensions and b) experimental
design for compression of microchannels. c,d) Illustration showing the boundary conditions for simulation using the FEM at 0 and 0.8 mm displacement.
e) Micro-CT proﬁle of an epoxy replicate for a 1.5 mm  1.5 mm rectangular channel generated at a Δd value of 0.8 mm. f) Comparison of the simulated
and experimentally observed channel morphologies for three Δd values. g) Plot comparing the calculated (using FEM simulation) and measured (using
optical micrographs) CS area for the channel proﬁles at Δd values between 0.0 and 1.6 mm.

micro-CT was used to analyze the proﬁle of entire channel
(Figure 1e). We also observed the channel deformation mechanics in real time using a custom material testing system equipped
with a high-resolution optical microscope (Figure S2, Supporting
Information), which was useful in deﬁning the boundary conditions for the FEM simulation (see Supporting Information and
Video S1).
We studied the ﬂow properties within the attached microchannels of an FEA during actuation (and associated deformation). In
particular, we focused on the ﬂow of liquids (e.g., water, which
has a viscosity similar to many chemical/analytical reagents,
fuels, etc.) as they are critical to the development of systems with
predictable transport properties and can be easily monitored
using simple ﬂow sensors. By monitoring the change in volume
ﬂow rate as a function of pneumatic actuation, we collocated
sensing function with ﬂuid transport in soft robotic systems,
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therefore creating new opportunities for the fabrication of autonomous, hybrid systems.
We measured the compressive stress–strain curve of PDMS
(Figure S1, Supporting Information). The samples were prepared and tested according to the American Society for
Testing of Materials (ASTM) standards for testing rubber and
elastomeric materials (see Supporting Information).[30] We then
used the stress–strain curve along with the second-order Ogden
model to predict the deformation of our PDMS devices. The
Ogden model was proposed to describe the stress–strain relationship of rubber-like hyperelastic materials. During a simple tension or compression experiment, the second-order Ogden model
can be described as
σ¼

2


X
αi
μi λαi 1  λ 2 1

(1)

i¼1
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where σ is the nominal stress, λ is the stretch ratio (can be given
as ε þ 1, where ε is strain), and μi (μ1 ¼ 0.301 and μ2 ¼ 0.010) and
αi (α1 ¼ 1.347 and α2 ¼ 5.616) are material constants, which
were determined by ﬁtting experimental data with the secondorder Ogden model.
We simulated the CS geometry of the channel under compression using a mesh size of 100 μm. A ﬁxed boundary condition
was applied between the bottom of the PDMS device and the bottom plate. A contact boundary condition with friction coefﬁcient
(0.98)[31] was deﬁned between the inner channel walls, and
between the PDMS device surfaces (excluding the bottom surface) and the top/bottom plates (Figure 1a–d).
To validate these predictions experimentally, we fabricated a
device with a straight rectangular channel of 35 mm length,
and a cross section of 1.5 mm  1.5 mm and measured the
change in the channel morphology associated with varying
amounts of compressive stress applied using a material testing
system (Figure 1a–d). In particular, we measured (by observing
the CS morphology of epoxy replicates as described earlier and
in the Supporting Information) the geometric changes to the
channel at speciﬁc displacement values, Δd ¼ di  df , where
di is the initial height of the device, and df is the ﬁnal height
(Figure 1e–g). The mechanical stress in these experiments
ranged between 0 and 0.75 MPa. A PDMS device (di ¼ 8.8 mm)
was compressed by Δd values ranging between 0 and 1.6 mm
corresponding to strain values (ε ¼ Δd=di ) between 0 and
0.18 (Figure 1g, and Figure S3, Supporting Information).
We used micro-CT to conﬁrm that the channel deformed uniformly along its length (Figure 1f, and Figure S4, Supporting
Information).
From these data, we determined that the CS morphology of
the microchannels generated through simulation compared
favorably with the experimentally determined CS areas (averaged
from three cross sections) for different Δd values (Figure 1f ). The
CS area predicted by the model was similar (at 95% conﬁdence)
to the experimental values for Δd values ≤ 1.0 mm (ε ≥ 0.11,
Figure 1g). Beyond this value (Δd > 1.0 mm), the simulation
failed to accurately capture the channel morphology. We attributed this variation (signiﬁcantly different at 95% conﬁdence) to
the mismatch between measured stress–strain curves and the
Ogden model in the nonlinear region (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). The Ogden model ﬁtted to the averaged measured
stress–strain curves accurately predicted the elastomeric
behavior within the linear region of the stress–strain curve,
ε < 0.5; however, it deviated with larger variations in the
nonlinear region, ε > 0.5 (Figure S1 and S5, Supporting
Information).[22] The deviation between the results at
Δd > 1.0 mm can be further explained by the fact that the maximum strain magnitude within the device for Δd > 1.0 mm
reaches 0.5 (Figure S5, Supporting Information), which is indeed
the value at which the Ogden model starts to deviate (Figure S1,
Supporting Information). That said, the linear region is typically
within the operational strain values of soft robots fabricated
using elastomeric composites, and therefore, this limitation is
not viewed as an impediment to the potential applications of
the presented approach.[32]
While imaging of the replicates using optical microscopy or
micro-CT was convenient, it was time-consuming and did not
allow rapid surveying of the channel morphologies during
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continuous compression, i.e., when the devices are actively compressed to different stress states. We, therefore, developed an
approach to observe the channel deformation in real time using
an optical microscope attached to a material testing system
(Figure S2, Supporting Information). This setup not only enabled
rapid characterization of the channel deformation, but also
allowed us to capture the deformation mechanics that were critical to deﬁne the boundary conditions for the FEM model (see
Supporting Information and Video S1, Supporting Information).
We further expanded our investigation to devices with networks of channels (e.g., two and three channels in parallel)
and studied their deformation for ε values ranging between 0
and 0.11 (Figure 2). The channels were symmetrically distributed within the device, and epoxy replicates were generated at six
different Δd values (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mm) with compressive stresses ranging from 0 to 0.35 MPa (Figure 2b,c,e,f, and
Figure S6 and S7, Supporting Information). When compared,
the CS areas of 10 out of 10 replicates for device with two channels and 11 out of 15 replicates for device with three channels
were statistically indifferent from simulation at 95% conﬁdence
(Figure 2c,f). We point out that the simulation accurately predicted the ﬁnal geometry, which was different depending on
the location of the microchannel within the network. The knowledge gained through these investigations will be critical to understand different ﬂow properties (for example, Reynolds number or
Péclet number) that describe the degree of mixing or transport
within the channels as a function of the channel CS morphology.
The Reynolds number for the different channel morphologies
ranged between 10 and 20, indicating laminar ﬂow with low
degrees of mixing, and the Péclet number ranged between
5000 and 10000 (see Supporting Information), suggesting mixing via advection. That said, the change in channel morphology
will result in noticeably different ﬂow velocity proﬁles and shear
stress values within the different channels.
We used simulated channel dimensions to estimate the volume ﬂow rate changes expected during the compression process
(Figure 3a,c). For these calculations, we assumed Poiseuille ﬂow
through circular channels, because the exact solution for
Poiseuille ﬂow through the deformed channel geometries is
not explicitly known, to estimate volume ﬂow rates expected at
various deformed states. For an undeformed circular channel,[33]
the volume ﬂow rate (Q) is given as
 
πD4 Δp
(2)
Q¼
128μ L
where D is the channel diameter, μ is the viscosity of ﬂuid, Δp is
the pressure difference between inlet and outlet of channel, and
L is the length of the channel. For the deformed channels,
we used hydraulic diameter (Dh ¼ 4A=P, where A ¼ CS area
and P ¼ wetted perimeter) instead of D. In these experiments,
we can assume that L is constant and hold Δp constant throughout deformation, thus allowing Equation (2) to be simpliﬁed to
Q ∝ Dh 4 . This simpliﬁcation highlights the direct relationship
between the hydraulic diameter of the channel and the volume
ﬂow rate, which states that at constant Δp/L, decreasing Dh (via
compression) will necessarily require a decrease in the volume
ﬂow rate (Figure 3c). Based on these assumptions and an initial
volume ﬂow rate measured at Δd ¼ 0 mm, we calculated the
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Figure 2. Deformation of multichannel devices. a,d) Schematics showing the dimensions and channel placement for a) two and d) three channels within
the same microﬂuidic device. b,e) Optical micrographs of the channel replicates overlaid on the simulated proﬁles to compare the channel morphology
(shown for Δd values of 0.0 and 1.0 mm). c,f) CS area comparison for c) two channels and f) three channels at displacements values of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0 mm. The left (L), center (C), and right (R) channels are annotated.

expected volume ﬂow rate at different channel cross sections that
were previously determined for different Δd values (0.15, 0.30,
0.45, 0.60, and 0.75 mm) (Figure 3c). These calculations indicate
that a readily observable change in the ﬂow rate (on the order of
30 μL min1) is expected to be associated with deformation of
the microchannels to ε ¼ 0.09.
To demonstrate the practical utility of this deformationinduced ﬂow rate modulation, we designed a serpentine channel device with a rectangular cross section of 1.4 mm (h) 
0.7 mm (w) (Figure 3b) and experimentally measured the volume
ﬂow rates of liquids (pumped using a pneumatic ﬂow system
with Δp held constant) within the microchannels while they were
actively deformed using a material testing system. We used discrete stress states, Δd values of 0, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, and
0.75 mm, which corresponded to stress values between 0 and
0.3 MPa (Figure 3d). As expected, at constant pressure, we
observed a decrease in the volume ﬂow rate as the channel
was compressed. Moreover, the ﬂow rates measured qualitatively
agree with the simpliﬁed ﬂow rate calculations described earlier
(Figure 3c,d). The periodic peaks observed in the measured
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volume ﬂow rates are due to sudden ﬂuctuations in the pressure
of the system as a result of the minor disturbances to the inlet/
outlet ports of the devices during compression, which are difﬁcult to eliminate completely. This idealized experiment sets the
foundation for ﬂow-based touch and bend sensing in soft
robotics.
We used the deformation-modulated volume ﬂow rate to
sense touch or to detect the actuation state of a typical FEA.
We fabricated the FEA following established protocols and
attached a channel network to the top layer (Figure 3e).[1a] We
then measured the change in the volume ﬂow rate, at constant
ﬂuid pressure, to 1) sense touch (Figure 3f,h, plotted as a function of the force “f ” applied) and 2) predict the actuation state of
the robot (Figure 3g,i, and Video S2, Supporting Information).
As expected from Equation (2), upon actuation, we observed a
change in the volume ﬂow rate in the top channel network.
The actuation caused lateral expansion (increasing the width
and decreasing the height of the cross section) of the channels
while decreasing the hydraulic diameter, which would result in a
lower volume ﬂow rate (Figure 3c). This change in the volume
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Figure 3. Touch and actuation sensing using deformable microchannels in soft robotic actuators. a) Schematic illustration of the testing system.
b) Schematic of a device with a serpentine channel (critical dimensions are given). c) Plot showing the change in the hydraulic diameter (Dh) and
the corresponding change in the ﬂow rate as a function of displacement (Δd). d) Plot showing the change in the volume ﬂow rate as a function
of time at Δd values of 0, 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, and 0.75 mm. e) Schematic of a soft robot with integrated channel networks on the top and bottom
layers. f,g) Photographs of a soft robotic arm with microchannel network used to detect f) touch and g) actuation. Scale: 10 mm. h) Plot showing the
change in the volume ﬂow rate within the microchannel in response to touch, tested by applying varying amounts of force (0.3–1.7 kPa). i) Plot showing
the change in the ﬂow rate in response to actuation.
Adv. Intell. Syst. 2019, 1, 1900027
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ﬂow rate within the microchannels also enabled touch sensing
following a similar logic (the force associated with touching
the device decreased hydraulic diameter and thus volume ﬂow
rate). Volume ﬂow rate through the microchannels was driven
using a pneumatic control system set to operate at constant pressure. Any deformation of the network caused by touch or a
change in the channel morphology and dimensions (as expected
due to channel compression and extension during actuation)
resulted in a necessary change in the ﬂow rate through the device
(indicated as maxima/minima in the ﬂow rate traces, Figure 3h,i).
In particular, a decrease in the ﬂow rate was associated with a
decrease in Dh during actuation (Q ∝ Dh4); the following increase
in the ﬂow rate is due to recovery of the pressure in the system
when the actuator transitions back to a resting state (Figure 3i).
We determined the limit of detection (minimum force required
to observe a characteristic change in the ﬂow rate) to be 75 Pa,
and the response time to be between 50 and 100 ms, quantities
that are comparable to existing sensors for soft actuators.[7c,f]
Advanced soft robotic systems will require the transport of
liquids for power generation, onboard diagnostics, and
actuation—the use of ﬂow dynamics within these systems for
actuation and tactile sensing capabilities represents an opportunity in the collocation of multiple functionalities in soft robotic
systems.
In conclusion, we demonstrated the ability to predict channel
deformation (CS geometries and dimensions) using a ﬁniteelement model and experimentally veriﬁed this model using
devices with single or multiple channels. In soft robotics, understanding the transport properties of various ﬂuids (e.g., liquid
metals, reagents, etc.) within the channels throughout the deformations associated with actuation will enable new design opportunities, such as hybrid systems with microchannel networks
that colocalize multiple functions (e.g., ﬂuid transport used
for actuation, but also for sensing, detection, onboard analysis,
etc.). The soft robotic systems demonstrated here, which provided simple, ﬂow-based touch and actuation detection functionality, are the ﬁrst to illustrate the capability of collocated liquid
transport and sensing. Deformation-tunable soft channels could
also inﬂuence several other ﬁelds, including the study of drug
transport within the body (e.g., by mimicking the circulatory system) and molecular transport in microchannels.[11] Furthermore,
the ability to reversibly control the channels could be useful to
1) analytical chemists for size-based particle separation; 2) forensic scientists for developing hand-operable, ﬁeld deployable devices; 3) roboticists for building autonomous systems that collocate
multiple functionalities; and 4) material scientists for developing
stretchable/wearable microﬂuidic devices with potential applications in biomedicine, electronics, etc.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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